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It will happen in that day, that I will make Jerusalem
a burdensome stone for all the peoples. All who
burden themselves with it will be severely wounded,
and all the nations of the earth will be gathered
against it.
Zech 12:3
Visit our website to hear this program free!
Click button to subscribe to podcast.
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Ministry Partner? Thank you so much for helping us get the word out! We
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Friends and Partners - Thank you! Eliyahu & Dawn, John & Sue, Shelia,
and David & Kathy, have all been hearing from so many wonderful folks
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Texas fires. The entire Tsiyon Team wishes to thank each of you for your
emails, live help chat, phone calls, mail, and prayers.
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Some Recent Listener Comment s
--No need to respond to the this message just a comment: Eliyahu is quite
inspiring in a conversational way. The hour sort of builds and at the end of
each program I find myself uplifted for sure. Dawn gives the feedback that
enables the discussion to seem like a great conversation. Do not
underestimate this approach it is effective indeed. God is working mightily in
my life and your program is like fellowship in the Spirit.
--So sorry to hear of your fire. My finances are terrible. Pray that they
improve and I would be happy to send you a donation. I really enjoy your
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broadcasts.
--My heart goes out to you all, I thank Adonai that you are all OK.
--I just wanted to tell you guys that in hearing last weeks program you all
were a great inspiration to me. To lose everything you have is certainly not
easy and the level of faith that you showed in walking out Yah´s will is
extraordinary. I just wanted to say im praying for you guys and that, just like
Job, that if you walk it out to the end the blessings will be many times greater
than what was lost.
--Just heard about the trial. How can I help? If there's a list I can pick from
to help out with items I may have, let me know. I love you all!!
Listener Comment - FULL MOONS?
What is up with the moon this month? The full moon appeared earlier and
lasted longer than it usually does. Is this a Biblical sign like the ones you
mentioned in "Signs in the Moon"?
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Tsiyon Answer - FULL MOONS
You're right, the moon does appear full longer this month. The longer period
of "full moons"this time of year is part of the natural yearly cycle, sometimes
called the "Harvest Moon." Earthsky.org explains:
"Nature is particularly cooperative around the time of the autumn
equinox to make the full moonrises unique around this time. Here’s
what happens. On average, the moon rises about 50 minutes later each
day. But when a full moon happens close to the autumnal equinox, the
moon (at mid-temperate latitudes) rises only about 30 minutes later
daily for several days before and after the full Harvest moon. Why?
The reason is that the ecliptic – or path of the sun, moon and planets –
makes a narrow angle with the evening horizon around the time of the
autumn equinox. The narrow angle of the ecliptic results in a shorterthan-usual rising time between successive moonrises around the full
Harvest Moon.
These early evening moonrises are what make every Harvest Moon
special. Every full moon rises around sunset. After the full Harvest
Moon, you’ll see the moon ascending in the east relatively soon after
sunset for several days in a row. The lag time between successive
moonrises shrinks to a yearly minimum, as described in the paragraph
above. Because of this, it seems as if there are several full moons – for
several nights in a row – around the time of the Harvest Moon."
[http://earthsky.org/astronomy-essentials/harvest-moon-2]
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I hope this will help clear up the mystery.
Listener Comment - Missing the Call?
I guess lately, I've questioned whether I've heard Yah's voice and His
direction in my life. So, I'm wondering if you believe there will be a person
like Moses to call the remnant back, to tell us when to go out. I fear missing
the call.
Tsiyon Team Answer - Hearing the Call
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The one who Yahweh will use to call the remnant back will be Elijah. The
basis for this is in the following teachings by Eliyahu:

While Supplies Last...

http://tsiyon.org/white_horse_rider_more/
http://tsiyon.org/white_horse_rider_158/
http://tsiyon.org/white_horse_rider_3/
I would also mention that you do not need to fear missing the call. Yahweh
will make sure ALL of His remnant hear the call.
From Eliyahu
The Pale Horse Rider is on the move. The Arab Spring, and now, the so- Be Prepared
called Palestinian Spring, are clearly building toward a comprehensive effort
to divide, not only the Land of Israel in general, but more specifically,
Jerusalem. The Scriptures indicate that this will lead to a decisive war in
which plotting/attacking enemies on every side of Israel will be defeated,
with great loss of life to the attackers. This week's program offers a personal
look at the tensions now building toward that war, through the eyes of both a
Palestinian and an Israeli.
Shalom,
Eliyahu ben David
www.tsiyon.org
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